AT HOME WITH The Barry Sisters

Ich Chob Dichtzifeel Lieb, Bublitzhki
Hava Nagila, Vie Aheem Zol Ich Gayn
Yuh, Mein Tiere Dochter, Tumbala-Lika
Fargess Mich Nit, Zuges Mir Noch Amool
Vyoch Tyoch Tyoch, Dem Nyem Scher
Eishes-Chiyeell, Yingele Nit Vain
"AT HOME WITH THE BARRY SISTERS"

Claire and Merna Barry have for some time now established themselves as one of the most unique vocal sister acts in show-business. Their style and interpretation, although often imitated, remain imbued with a fresh originality that sets them apart from the countless vocal groups performing today!

In this album, The Barry Sisters raise their warm, rich vocal blend to offer a collection of Jewish songs; songs they know so well and can render with an imaginative, musical understanding that can only come with familiarity. These are Jewish melodies that are indigenous to Jewish culture, just as any songs of any culture or nation must of necessity be. The songs run the gamut of every human emotion; songs of love and devotion, of laughter and sadness, of remembrance of things past and of hope for the future. It is for this reason that although the girls sing in Yiddish, they are in truth speaking musically in a universal language.

Abe Ellstein, who arranged and conducted the music here, created a backdrop that goes a long way in conveying all the tenderness, vitality and scope that is within the vocal reach of Claire and Merna. It is his understanding too, that has extended these songs beyond the realm of limited appeal to reach a vast and diversified new audience.

When The Barry Sisters first embarked upon their professional careers, they sang such songs as have been included in this set. Since then, the girls have gone on to enjoy great success singing every type of American popular song. Here, they once again return to the music they love and know so well, and because of this they feel so very much at home. As you listen, you will experience that same feeling, and you too will feel very much . . . "at home with The Barry Sisters."

SIDE A: HAVA NAGILA / BUBLITCHKI / VYOUCH TYOCH TYOCH / YINGELE NIT VAIN / ZUGES MIR NOCH AMOOL / YUH, MEIN TIERE DOCHTER
SIDE B: TUMBALA-LIKA / ICH CHOB DICH TZIFEEL LIEB / EISHES-CHYELL / VIE AHEEN ZOL ICH GAYN / DEM NYEM SCHER / FARGESS MICH NIT

By utilizing the highest standards of meticulous engineering and electronic techniques this recording has also been designed to play on any stereophonic equipment giving an equally true, living sound reproduction. Stereophonic Equipment Will Not Cause This Dynamic High Fidelity Recording To Ever Become Outmoded!

If you have enjoyed this recording, you will enjoy too these other outstanding albums with an international flavor in dynamic high fidelity! "SHOWPLACE OF THE NATION" Radio City Music Hall Symphony Orch. R-25008 / "THE GUITARRA" Rolando Valdes-Blain R-25055 / "GREECE" Peter Mamakos R-25049.

*Also available in dynamic stereo
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